Brandeis Jana Toss-Ups
1) In his series of books, including "a Seperate Reality" and "Journey to

Ixtlan", this author related the mystical teachings of Yaqui indian
don Juan. For 10 points name him.
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Ans: Carlos CASTANEDA
2) For a quick ten points, what do you get when you raise the natural
logarithm of the number e to the e power.
Answer: ONE
3. He didn't buy a guitar until he was 17 years old. Born in 1945,
he formed his first band, The Roosters, in 1963. He soon went on to fame
and fortune with such bands as The Yardbirds, John Mayall's Bluesbreakers,
Cream, Blind Faith, and Derek and the Dominos. In 1992, he released an
"Unplugged" album that won him 6 Grammy Awards. For ten points,name him.
Answer: Eric CLAPTON
4) His books have been called both genius and pornography. For 10 points,
name the 20th century Jewish author of such classics as "When She was Good",
"Our Gang", "GoodBye Columbus" and "Portnoy's Complaint".
Ans: Philip ROTH
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5. Griffith, Elberfeld, Stallings, Chase, Wolverton, Chance, Peckingpaugh,
Donovan, Huggins, Fletcher, Shawkey, McCarthy, Dickey, Neun, Harris,
Stengel, Houk, Berra, Keane, Virdon, Martin, Lemon, Howser, Michael, King,
Piniella (Pi-ne-Ia) , Greene, Dent, Merril, and Showalter have all managed,
for 10 points, what team?
Answer: New York YANKEES
6. Pencil and paper ready. For 10 points, If today
then how many days are left in the year?

1S

February 12. 1994,

Ans: 322 days
7) He was replaced by the young English monarch Henry Tudor. For a quick
ten points, name this character from "The Prince and the Pauper."
ANSWER: Tom CANTY
8)Although she is a highly praised novelist,the author of Rubyfruit Jungle,
she is more famous for her short lived romance with Martina Navritalova.
For 10 points, who is this author?
Ans: Rita Mae BROWN
9) Warning: Three, count 'em, three pieces of information needed! In
Fyodor Dostoyevsy's _Crime and Punishment_, there is a character whose
name means "schism." (Shizzum) For ten points, give all three names of
the protagonist and murderer in this work.
ANSWER: RODION ROMANOVITCH RASKOLNIKOV
10. This actor was classified unfit for military service in WWII because of
injuries suffered while rowing on the U C Berkeley crew team. He would
later appear in the Guns of Navarrone and would win an academy award for
his role as Atticus Finch in To Kill A Mockingbird. For 10 points, who is he?
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" 11) Joseph Conrad wrote The Secret Sharer_, Lord Jim_, and Heart
of Darkness in English. Not bad considering that English was not his
native language. For 10 points, what was the Conrad's native language?
Ans: POLISH
r-J2) Fluent in over 6 million forms of communication, this character was
~L~yed by Anthony Daniels. For 10 points, name this character worshipped
by the Ewoks in "Return of the Jedi," R2D2's companion.
Ans: C3pO
13. This science fiction author has written such novels as The Blackcollar,
Cobra, Warhorse, and A Coming of Age. He won the Hugo Award for his work,
Cascade Point. In 1991, he published the first of three books continuing the
Star Wars saga. For ten points, can you name this author of Heir to the
Empire.
Answer: Timothy ZAHN
14. "By the shores of Gitche Gumee, By the shining Big-Sea-Water" begins
the story of this Native American's childhood, as told by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. For ten points, name this character, the son of Nokomis.
Answer: HIAWATHA (Poem title

Hiawatha's Childhood is acceptable)

15. The 1945 loss of the Indianapolis marks an important point in American
military history. For the first and only time, the ship's captain was courtmartialed for the sinking of his ship. For 10 points, name this historic
(but unlucky) US Navy captain.
A: Charles Butler MCVAY
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This word refers to an ancient technique of decorating
architectural plaster or pottery producing patterns by cutting a
layer of the plaster or glaze to reveal a contrasting undercoat. It
comes from the Italian word for "scratch", and indirectly from the
Greek for "write." For 10 points, what is this word more commonly associated
with spray paint on the wall in subway stops?
Ans: GRAFFITTI
17) While in motion, an object behind your visual fixation point
appears to move in the same direction as you, while those in
front of your fixation move in the opposite direction. This
percetual phenomenon shares its name with an astronomical
phenomenon that proves that the earth orbits the sun. For 10 points, name
it.

Ans: PARALLAX
18) Franz Joseph Gall and Johannes Spurzheim were the main
proponents of this pseudoscience which flourished in the 19th and
early 20th centuries. It attempted to predict personality traits
by interpreting shapes and bumps on the skull. For 10 points, what is this
precursor to brain localization theory?
Ans: PHRENOLOGY
Born in Allegheny City, Penna. , this
l 19)
i rks as "A Woman in Black at the Opera",
"Morning Toilette". For 10 points, who is

artist painted such
"The Blue Room" and
this artist recognized as the first
American Impressionist and one of the few females to be
associated with that group?
Ans: Mary CASSATT

20) This two word phrase was first made popular by t he Marx
Brothers, who used it as a device to end prematurely a bad
sketch. For 10 points, what is this phrase now used on the cartoon the
Animaniacs whenever an attractive orderly shows up?
Ans: HELLO, NURSE
21) From the Cree Indian word for "rapid current", this river 1S
also the name of the Canadian province in which it is found.
For 10 points, what is this alphabetically last of the Canadian provinces?
Ans: SASKATCHEWAN
22) "Tell General Howard I know his heart" began this man's
most famous speech. Given as he was running for the Canadian
border, the speech ends "I will fight no more forever". For 10 points,
name this most famous chief of the Nez Perce Indian tribe.
Ans: Chief JOSEPH
23) This system of blood vessels in the brain 1S a kind of vascular
back-up system; if an internal carotid artery is subject to
stroke, v100d can be rerouted. For 10 points, what is this circle of vessels
which shares its name with a character played by Todd Bridges?
Ans: Circle of WILLIS
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24) This University's nickname comes from an odd combination
of Greek and Latin. The teams, originally called the Stonewalls,
inspired a chant based on the Greek and Latin for "what rocks!"
The chant was "Hoia Saxa!" For 10 points, what school has been stuck
with the Hoya moniker ever since?
Ans: GEORGETOWN University
25) The perrenial herb _Glycyrrhiza grabra_ (glisser izza g~abra)
of the legume family is the chief source for this flavor. Spain
1S its largest producer. For 10 points, what is this flavor found in cooking
as anise which is also a candy coming in lace and stick varieties?
Ans: LICORICE
26) These flowers' pollen receptors are used to make saffron.
Coming from bulbs, they are members of the iris family. For 10 points,
what is this flower associated with the start of spring?
Ans: CROCUS
27) This group of artists was named by critic Louis Vauxcelles in
his review of their 1905 show. Members included George Braque,
Wassily Kandinsky, and Kees van Dongen. For 10 points, what is this
group which included Matisse and Van Gogh, and takes its name from
the French for "wild beast?"
Ans: FAUVISTS or FAUVISM
28) Three pieces of info needed! Jerome Lawrence's collaborator on
the play Inherit the Wind and the man who inherited from Joseph
Johnston the role of Commander in Chief of the Confederacy share the
same first and last name, and middle initial. For 10 points, give this name.

29) This mixture of colored organic compounds is obtained from
several species of lichen that grow in Holland. It's used to make
a cid-base indicator, and lends its name in a pejorative sense to a
single factor that dominates what should be a complex decision. For 10
points, what kind of test is this?
(~

ANSWER: LITMUS

30) He saw thirteen of his sons die in the final year of the Trojan
War, 3 of whom Achilles slew 1n one day, including Hector. For 10 points,
name this last king of Troy.
ANSWER: PRIAM
31) Fish •.. buck ..• tooth •.. mill ... chain •.. dust ... jig ... horse .•.
hack •.. For 10 points, what three-letter word can form compound words
wi th al1 these?

ANSWER: SAW
32) The VLBA 1S a network of ten radio telescopes that when operating
together, achieve the same high resolution of a single 5,000 mile wide
radio telescope. For 10 points, what four words are abbreviated "VLBA?"
ANSWER: VERY LONG BASELINE ARRAY
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Subject: Jana Bonuses
1) 20 Point Bonus
Different forms of geometry result from different axioms accepted
regarding parallel lines. For each of the following statements, you'll
earn ten points if you can name the type of non-euclidean geometry in
which it is taken as axiomatic.
a) Two parallel lines converge in one direction and diverge in the other.
A: HYPERBOLIC or LOBACHEVSKIAN
b) Given a line and a point not on the line, no parallels can be drawn
through the point.
A: ELLIPTIC or RIEMANNIAN
2) 30-20-10 Bonus
For thirty points, name the author born on December 20, 1775 in
the Hampshire village of Steventon.
For twenty, this novelist's first two major works were originally
titled Elinor and Marianne_ and _First Impressions_ respectively.
For ten, three of the six novels written by this author include
_Persuasion_, _Northanger Abbey_ and Emma.
A: Jane AUSTEN
3) 30 Point Bonus
For ten points each, given a pair of professional wrestlers, give the nickname
that both have used at some point in their careers.
a) Jim Duggan and Butch Reed
A: HACKSAW
b) Harley Race and Jerry Lawler
A: The KING
c) Ric Flair and Buddy Landell
A: NATURE BOY

4) 25 Point Bonus
You probably know that the first three letters of the Greek alphabet
are alpha, beta, and gamma, but for five points each, can you name the
next five letters of the Greek alphabet? Order does not matter.
A: DELTA, EPSILON, ZETA, ETA, THETA
5) 20 Point Bonus
Sam Goldwyn once said, "anyone who would go to a psychiatrist ought
to have his head examined." For five points each and a bonus five for all
correct, given an abbreviation, identify the diagnostic technique Goldwyn
might have had in mind.
a) PET
A: POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY
b) EEG
A: ELECTROENCEPHELOGRAM
c) NMI
A: NUCLEAR MAGNETIC resonance IMAGING
6) 20 Point Bonus
Pencils r.ady, but you might not need them. Write down the formulas
for converting Fahrenheit to Celsius temperature, set them equal to
each other, and solve in a hurry. But you might already know the answer,
because it's the only temperature with the same values on both scales.
For twenty points, name it.
A: -40 degrees
7) 20 Point Bonus
Mommy! Mommy! I don't want to go to Somalia! Shut up and put your
other foot in the CARE package! For five points each, name the four
words abbreviated in the acronym CARE. Note that the word "for" appears
between the C and the A and the word "to" between Rand E.
A: COOPERATIVE for AMERICAN RELIEF to EVERYWHERE
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8. 30 Point Bonus
For teri points each, answer each of these three questions
about Presidents and their political parties.
a) Name the first Democrat to be President. (Hint: You are not looking for the
first Democrat-Republican President.)
A: Andrew JACKSON
b) Name the first Republican President.
A: Abraham LINCOLN
c) Name the first Whig President.
A: William H. HARRISON
9. 30 Point Bonus
Let's test your knowledge of Greek Mythology. For 5 points
each, name all SlX children of Cronus and Rhea.
A:
DEMETER, HADES, HERA, HESTIA, POSEIDON, ZEUS
10) 20 Point Bonus
Everyone knows that Keith Richards is the lead guitarist for
the Rolling Stones, but for 5 points each, can you name all three other
guitarists that the Stones have had over the years. If you can name all three,
you will get an additional 5 points.
A: Brian JONES, Mick TAYLOR, Ron WOOD
11. 25 Point Bonus
William Shakespeare has written many plays about kings and monarchs, but for
25 points, all or nothing, can you name his only two plays that
have the word "king" in the title.
A: KING JOHN, KING LEAR
12. 30 Point Bonus
Before 1984, this country was known as Upper Volta. For 15 points each.
name this country and its capital.
A:
Country - BURKINA FASO
Capital - OUAGADOUGOU
13. 30 Point Bonus
30-20-10; Name the historical figure
30 Points - Born in Budapest in 1860, this man who originally studied to
become a lawyer, switched careers, and became a very successful journalist
for Austria's leading newspaper.
20 Points - He 1S the author of Der Judenstaat (Who-den-staht) or The JewState.
10 Points - He 1S considered to be the most influential figure 1n the Zionist
movement from the late 1800's, through his death in 1904.
A: Theodor HERZL
14) 20 Points Bonus
For five points apiece and a
identify its largest moon.
a) Uranus
Ans:
b) Saturn
Ans:
c) Jupiter
Ans:

bonus five for all correct, given the planet,
OBERON
TITAN
GANYMEDE

15) 30 point Bonus
Identify the years in which the following events in American history took
place. You'll get ten points if you get it exactly right, five for being
within 3 years either way.
a) President Warren G. Harding dies in office
A: 1923 = 10 pts; 1920-1926
5 pts
b) NAACP is founded
A: 1909 = 10 pts; 1906-1912
5 pts
c) Sherman Antitrust act is passed
A: 1890 = 10 pts; 1887-1893
5 pts

16) 20 Point Bonus
State nickname time. Given the state nickname, you give me the state,
five points each, five for all three.
a) Battle-born State
A: NEVADA
b) Centennial State
A: COLORADO
c) Old Line State
A: MARYLAND
17) 20 point Bonus
For ten points each, identify the following famous science fiction characters.
a) The two-headed, three armed President of the Galaxy created by
Douglas Adams.
A: Zaphod BEEBLEBROX
b) The inventor of Psychohistory created by Isaac Asimov
A: Hari SELDON
18) 20 Point Bonus
Time f9r some Silly Band Names For each song, give the name of
the band, 5 points each.
a) Add it up
A: VIOLENT FEMMES
A: RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
b) American Ghost Dance
c) Bloodletting
A: CONCRETE BLOND
d) Here Comes Alice
A: JESUS AND MARY CHAIN
19) 30 point Bonus
Money time, folks. But not quite as easy as backs of bills.
Prior to its adoptions of a decimal monetary system, Great Britain's money
consisted of pence, shillings, pounds and guineas. For ten points each,
answer these questions.
a) How many pence in a shilling?
A: 12
b) How many shillings in a pound?
A: 20
c) How many shillings in a guinea?
A: 21
20) 20 Point Bonus
They had to leave on a "silver black phantom bike" in 1977, but
came back in 1993, reminding people that they would, "do anything for love,
but I won't do that." For ten points each name the singer, who as Marvin Lee
Aday played Eddie the zombie biker in The Rocky Horror Picture Show, and the
composer arranger who also penned the infectious, Total Eclipse of the Heart.
A:
Singer: MEAT LOAF
Songwriter: Jim STEINMAN
21) 30 Point Bonus
30-20-10; name this company.
30 Points- It recently decided against building a new plant in Texas when
local authorities objected to its liberal employee benefits policies.
20 Points- It makes its home in Cupertino, California, the heart of the
Silicon Valley.
10 Points- Woz and Jobs built the first ln their garage.
A: APPLE Computers
22) 30 Point Bonus
Let's see how much you know about the "Piano Man", a.k.a. Billy
Joel. You will be given 5 album titles by Billy Joel. For 5 points each put
these albums in chronological order. You'll get a 5 point bonus for all
correct. The albums are: The Stranger, Glass Houses, Streetlife Serenade,
Fifty Second Street and Cold Spring Harbor.
A:
COLD SPRING HARBOR, STREETLIFE SERENADE, THE STRANGER,
52nd STREET,GLASS HOUSES
23. 20 point Bonus
Roddy Doyle got tired of simply teaching students, so he decided to give
them something to read instead. After nearly twenty years of teaching, he
finally decided that he couldn't find a new way of teaching Lord Jim, so he
retired and now is a full time writer. His first two books, both about
struggling musicians set in Dublin, have found their way to the big screen.
The first in 1991 and the latest just opened in January. For ten points
apiece name these two books, and the movies that bear the same name?
A: THE COMMITMENTS and THE SNAPPER
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24. 25 Point Bonus
Since Harvard and Radcliffe merged, becoming Harvard-Radcliffe and Vassar went
co-ed, the Seven sisters to the Ivy League are no more. For five points
apiece, what are the names of the remaining five sisters?
A: SMITH, MOUNT HOLYOKE, BRYN MAYR, WELLESLEY, VASSAR, BARNARD

